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CHAIRMAN’S CORNER

Chairman’s corner
by Paul Sherry - Chariman

I

write this with a slight note of sadness as this will be my final
Chairman’s Corner. After just under five years I am stepping down as
chairman of PPL/IR Europe. This is a little earlier than planned as the
organisation usually manages change of leadership personnel at our
AGM taking place in either late April or early May of any given year.
In recent months it has become increasingly clear to me that because
of ever increasing demands in my day job, I have been unable to commit
the necessary time to the needs of PPL/IR Europe. The challenges that
face the UK NHS have been well documented in recent months and the
direct impact for me is that ever more responsibility is being transferred
to the senior medical staff thus leaving relatively little time and energy
for matters outside work. It is right and proper that the leadership team
of PPL/IR Europe have reflected upon those issues and after careful
discussion with colleagues I have decided that it is time to pass the
baton of chairmanship to allow a number of encouraging developments
which have started this year to move forward from discussion to
implementation.
May I therefore take the opportunity to introduce our new chairman
– Colin Williamson. Colin is a face and name probably already known to
many as he has already
done sterling service
for the organisation
in putting together a
number of meetings and
fly outs in recent times.
Colin’s background is in
engineering. For many years he was a senior officer in the Royal Air
Force Engineering branch. Colin and I have already spent many hours
together ‘on the road’ so to speak in facilitating the delivery of all our
stand equipment for recent trade shows. A return trip to Friedrichshafen
is the best part of 2,000 road miles so he and I had plenty of time to get
more acquainted. I learnt that for quite a few years he was the senior
officer in charge of the Tornado maintenance programme – most notably
the management of the engines. After leaving the RAF he then moved
into industry and he brings to the organisation huge practical experience
in both logistics and the very valuable skill of negotiation and consensus
building. He tells me that during his time with the Tornado/RB199
engine programme, he regularly attended meetings in Munich with
the TurboUnion design partners – a tri-national consortium of Rolls
Royce, MTU of Germany and Avio of Italy. Reaching agreement in that
complex environment, given the almost inevitable political interference
and manoeuvring, must have presented some challenges.
Having got to know Colin quite well over the last two years, I am
confident that the chairmanship is in good hands. I should also say that
I have no intention whatsoever of abandoning PPL/IR Europe. I very
much value the friendships that I have made in recent years amongst
talented individuals, both within and beyond the leadership team. I
remain passionate about both the people in PPL/IR Europe and what it
stands for and seeks to deliver for its membership. But I must be realistic
about the current environment in which I work and the truth is that the
demands of the NHS will preclude me from continuing to participate in
the leadership team until such time as substantial lifestyle changes take
place – most likely in the early part of 2019.

With that in mind I trust you will indulge me in some reminiscing
and re-visiting of some of the issues that I have raised in previous issues
of Chairman’s Corner. What have we achieved in the past five years?
And what remains on the ‘to do’ list?
On the achievements side, I would probably place top of the list the
work done by the organisation in Europe with EASA – spearheaded
by Julian Scarfe. Like many who are reading this (and I am trying
to keep a wide perspective) we have experienced two substantial
changes of regulatory structure in recent times. Many of us can recall
when the National Aviation Authorities (NAA’s) both set the rules and
implemented them. Certain NAA’s had the reputation of being quite
open and forward looking, others had the reputation (probably not
always totally deserved) of taking the term ‘gold plating’ to a new level.
As for most PPL/IR Europe members, aviation is almost by definition
an international activity, this leads to different rules being applied to the
same aircraft make/model in different countries. One NAA would allow
a useful modification, another would not permit the same modification.
The first regulatory change came with the formation of the JAA
(Joint Aviation Authorities) which many people believe was a bit of
a mess and not fit for
(GA) purpose. I will give
JAA the slight benefit of
the doubt as the process
recognized the need to
ensure a level playing
field across Europe. The
next big regulatory change came with the formation of EASA in 2003
– reaching full functionality in 2008. Again, from a GA perspective, it
felt (and to some extent continues to feel) like a sledgehammer to crack
a general aviation nut.
But PPL/IR Europe via quiet diplomacy, reasoned argument and
persistence has (working alongside other GA organisations) gradually
made inroads into the regulatory process and started to turn things
around. At my first attendance in Aero Expo Friedrichshafen I recall the
publication of the EASA NPA on the Competency Based Instrument
Rating. The work that some of my colleagues put in to deliver that
should be celebrated. A simple example from that NPA – for the first
time the value of an ICAO compliant instrument rating would be
recognized. No longer would a pilot with an instrument rating from the
USA (or any other country that issued an ICAO compliant IR) be forced
to start again from scratch. The theoretical knowledge requirement was
reduced by some 40%. Now we have the Basic IR on the horizon which will hopefully be even more accessible.
Some of this can seem incredibly frustrating and time consuming but
having worked for a slow reacting and bureaucratic organisation for all
my working life, it is appropriate to take the long view and see each of
these developments as a direction of travel toward a more operationally
useful future. Other achievements include our contribution to the
changes in the regulatory framework around maintenance. The original
Part M was, by consensus, grossly over-engineered and appeared to
suffer from the desire to ensure that a Piper Arrow was maintained in
exactly the same way as an Airbus A330. The skills and decision making
that our engineers have used for years was effectively taken away. Only

“GNSS approaches to non-instrument runways
... the unpalatable truth is that ... we have made
almost no useful progress”
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recently has some level of common sense returned and again PPL/IR
Europe representatives have been an active part of that discussion.
Other successes include identifying organisations with which to
develop mutually useful working relationships. One such is the GSA – the
European GNSS Agency. A project with which I was closely associated
involved bringing together the GSA (with funding), a commercial Part
21 Design Approval entity (GAMA Aviation, Fairoaks), EASA and
Garmin Europe in a project to develop a retrospective Approved Model
List Supplementary Type Certificate so all aircraft fitted with Garmin
430W and 530W GNSS panel mounted navigators could realise their
PBN potential at substantially lower costs. Of course it took too long
but we got there in the end and without the personal relationships and
trust that had been developed between PPL/IR Europe and the partners
in this project then it would never have happened.
And what about the PBN educative programme started by Vasa Babic
some years ago and thoroughly updated by Timothy Nathan and John
Shannon more recently? The PPL/IR Europe PBN Manual has now
become the de-facto standard for many commercial organisations when
they are developing their pilot education PBN courses as demanded by
EASA.
But what’s still in the ‘to do’ list? For me, the biggest hill to climb
is to continue to challenge the regulatory authorities on the balance
between the risk of doing something versus the risk of doing nothing.
And I will use as an exemplar for this discussion a topic that is very close
to almost all our hearts as pilots trained and capable of operating both
IFR and/or IMC – the matter of GNSS approaches to non-instrument
runways. The unpalatable truth is that despite the positive noises of the
UK CAA specifically regarding CAP1122, we have made almost no
useful progress. The UK CAA published CAP1122 in May 2014 and
we are now over 3 ½ years from that date. Yet we still have no published
GNSS approaches to non-instrument runways and we not very close to
getting any. And, so far as I am aware, the UK CAA is the only NAA in
Europe to have ‘put its head above the parapet’ on this subject.
Of course, we are seeing a steady increase in the number of SBAS
GNSS approaches to runways which already have published IAP’s. This
is welcome – but hardly a significant game changer for GA. The whole
promise of GNSS technology, supported by EGNOS here in Europe,
is that in principle there is no technical objection to have an IAP to a
runway anywhere within EGNOS coverage (with suitable prescribed
minima consistent with ICAO approach design requirements). As we
all know, our aviation colleagues in the USA have had access to this
technology since 2003. However, fourteen years later and six years after
EGNOS was approved for safety of life operations, we still have no
IAP’s to ‘non-instrument’ runways (as far as I know). The discussion
here in the UK is still mired in safety cases, concerns about runway
excursions, the presumed need for radar cover for any aircraft using
such LPVs for separation (even though simple self-preservation would
encourage pilots to ‘self-announce’ on the local air/ground frequency) –
the list seems endless. So what about some practical trials in simulated
IMC (view limiting devices) in good VMC with a CAA observer?
In the final analysis, this seems to come back to taking a genuine
risk-based approach: which is riskier – to have pilots approaching an
airport in a controlled way (perhaps to a higher minima to mitigate
such risks as controlled flight into terrain or runway excursion due
to late sighting) or to effectively require pilots to try and stay in what
may be perceived as ‘street-legal’ VMC by scud running or developing
unpublished approaches which may not be subject to quite the same
safety criteria as an IAP created in line with ICAO design requirements?
I can personally think of at least two incidents in recent memory, one
with tragic and substantial loss of life, that may well have been avoided
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if there had been a properly designed and published GNSS IAP to the
appropriate runway.
Oddly enough this brings me right back to where I came in – which
is working as an orthopaedic surgeon in the UK NHS. Part of my job is
to have discussions with patients, which can sometimes be complex, as
to the risks they must accept when undergoing surgery to improve their
quality of life. Take a very common operation – hip replacement – as an
example. The bald statistics are that, for the average patient, there is a
99% chance of the operation being a success and a 1% (1 in 100) chance
of a major complication that may have serious long term consequences
for the patient’s well-being. As a hip surgeon, I could make my
‘numbers’ look fantastic by never offering the operation to any patient
– or possibly restricting the offer to extremely low risk patients. But that
would be to deny a life changing operation to many who might benefit.
Sometimes the decision can be difficult, but it would be professionally
lazy and simply wrong to for me to avoid it by just saying ‘no’.
In the same way we in PPL/IR Europe must continue to challenge
our regulators, both at national and supra-national level, to take a real
and informed risk based approach to general aviation operating in the
IFR/IMC environment. This may mean that maintaining the status quo,
whilst protecting the regulator from the ‘risk of change’, may force
pilots into other riskier behavior to their detriment. In my view, this is
simply unacceptable and needs to change.
I wish Colin Williamson the very best in taking over the leadership
of PPL/IR Europe.
Happy Flying and Seasons Greetings,
Paul Sherry
Chairman – PPL/IR Europe

New Members
PPL/IR Europe extends a warm welcome to
new and re-joining members
Paul Buckley
EGLK
Scott Condliffe
EGHH
Chris Hiett		
Urs Hintermann		
Peter Knappertsbusch		
Paul Larham		
Lionel Mamane
ELLX
Sakhr Naal		
Martin Nelson
EGSN
Steve Page		
Richie Piper		
Richard Sinclair
EGLD
Daryl Taplin
EGKR
Alec Trevett
EGWN
Gerard Ververs
EHSE
Alexis von Croy
EDML
David Williams
EGTF
Derek Yates		

UK
UK
UK
Switzerland
UK
UK
Luxembourg
France
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
Netherlands
Germany
UK
UK
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Editorial

he Winter edition of IP is always produced and read in the dark days of the European
winter. To cheer you up, we bring you the first of two articles by John Shannon on
a flight he did earlier this year to Trinidad in the West Indies where John was born.
The West Indies are a pleasant place to which to escape in a European winter but
going there in one’s own aircraft is better done during the summer months when
more favourable weather is available for the Atlantic crossing. In this part, John considers
the planning aspects of such a trip while the second article in the Spring IP will tell us how
he got on.
In September, other members took part in some more modest European flying to Salzburg
and onward to Albania and Romania which Paul Turner has kindly written this up. The trip
was not without incident in terms of difficult weather and aircraft mechanical problems but
everyone arrived home safely in the end, if a little later for some than planned.
Many members now have aircraft equipped with Garmin GTN avionics; these come
with a voluminous operating handbook, which takes some reading to understand the finer
operating points of this sophisticated equipment. Timothy Nathan has put together some
useful tips on operation in his “Tips ‘n’ tricks” article. As Timothy says, there must be lots
more so please write or email these in for a further article.
Founder member Roger Dunn writes up the PBN October conference in Le Touquet
while Jim Thorpe muses on the dangers of hand swinging props of larger aircraft engines.
Finally, Paul Sherry writes a valedictory Chairman’s Corner following his recent decision
to stand down and reflects on the achievements PPL/IR Europe has been involved in during
his time in office and what still remains to be done.
The Editorial team wish you all a very happy Christmas and New Year and good flying
in 2018.
Anthony Bowles
Phil Caiger
Graham Whittle

Letter to the editor

Dear Graham,
I am a PPL/IR Europe member and a PPL holder with a very fresh IR, also IMC-rated
since 2014. I have a question to you regarding your San Sebastian approach quiz in the
latest Instrument Pilot. One of the questions is about being able to see the runway from
MAP at the minimum visibility of 1,500m, and exploits the fact that the DME distances
are based on the VOR some distance away. In answers you say that yes, the runway can
be seen...
but...the vertical profile section shows some distances and one of them seems to be (if
I’m reading the chart correctly! - remember I’m inexperienced) 1.4 nm from MAP to the
runway threshold. As 1.4 nm > 1,500 m, I thought that the runway won’t be visible?
Surely I am missing something or there is a catch somewhere as otherwise what would
be the purpose of setting minimum viz at this level.
Can you please advise what I’m missing?
Michal Zienkiewicz
Dear Michal,
Well spotted, you are correct. You raise an intriguing point. How can a vis minima of
1500m make any sense if the the MAP is 1.4nm from the runway? There are no approach
lights. The Spanish AIP plate, on which the Jeppesen plate is based, does not give a RVR
minima nor show the distance of the MAP from the runway. I think that Jeppesen use
1500m because that is the default RVR at any runway if there are no runway lights. So
using the Jeppesen plate the answer is no, using the AIP plate the answer could be yes.
As you deduced my aim was to highlight that VOR approaches may use DME distances
differing from that to the threshold.
Graham Whittle
6
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PPL/IR Europe Social Weekend and
Balkans Tour

T

by Paul Turner

he highlight of our flying calendar in 2017 was PPL/IR Europe’s tour of the Balkans.This was a fairly complex
trip that presented a number of logistical, technical and weather challenges for various members of the
group but was a great experience for all involved. A primary aim of the trip was to reach Romania, the
home country destination suggested by Eleonora Lungu on the 2016 PPL/IR Europe trip to Luxembourg.
This did indeed live up to expectations as we shall see later but before we could get there, our meetings
secretary Colin Williamson had cleverly segregated the whole trip into different segments thereby enlisting the
support of various members in the planning and organisation.

The first part of the tour started with a social weekend in
Salzburg organised by Jim Busby with local support provided
by Michael Hochenrieder and Katrin Walther. The weather in
the UK for our departure was also challenging but with the
prospect of significant tailwinds to speed our journey. Our
TB21 is cleared for known ice but the plan was to climb through
the worst of the weather to get on top at FL190 or FL210.
We entered IMC at about 4,000 ft and the TKS system did a
reasonable job of keeping the airframe clear of ice. However,
by the time we got to FL180, our airspeed had dropped right
back and we were unable to climb any further. My first thought
was that the turbo had failed. ATC were helpful in letting us stay
at FL180 where we
Salzburg sightseeing in a Cirrus
seemed to be in a bit
of a layer so we leaned
out and settled back
to enjoy what was
probably our quickest
ever crossing of the
English Channel.
Somewhere over
northern
France,
the TIT alarm on
our engine monitor
went off and it now
dawned on me what
had happened. The
turbo had not failed
but we had suffered
from induction icing.
The engine air intake
had in all probability
iced up and the
automatic alternate air had surreptitiously opened to keep the
engine running. However, the small size of the alternate air
inlet inside the cowling and the lack of RAM pressure meant
that the engine simply could not get enough oxygen. This now
explained why my fuel flow was about 12% lower than normal.
As the induction ice melted, the engine got more oxygen and
now did not have enough fuel so we became ultra-lean which
set off the engine alarm. With engine normality restored, we
were able to climb to FL210 at -17°C out of any icing and the
rest of the flight to Salzburg was uneventful where we got a

straight in approach to runway 15 in great VMC.
On the ground at Salzburg we met up with Michael and
Katrin where Michael had arranged to check out a local pilot in
their group-owned SR22. Jim Busby and Sally cadged the back
seats for a little sight-seeing around the Alps taking in Hitler’s
Eagle’s Nest at Obersalzberg. The SR22 is a great looking
aircraft and with Philippe Polman, the Cirrus Sales Director for
Europe on the ground, luckily for me Sally was not able to get
too familiar with the aircraft; soon they were all back on the
ground and on our way to the hotel where we met up with the
other members joining us for this part of the tour.
Michael and Katrin had organised a great local meal in a
traditional
restaurant
and we planned to visit
the bar at the famous
Hangar 7 restaurant and
museum at the airport.
Unfortunately, there was
a private function going
on but Michael was
able to sweet talk the
manager so we at least
managed to get a few
glimpses of the various
museum exhibits and
maybe somewhere we
can go back to on a
return visit.
Saturday was spent on
a guided walking tour of
the old town of Salzburg
and even though we had
been there just a few
years ago, we still managed to see some new sites including
the magnificent white marbled cathedral, tranquil gardens,
cemetery and St Peter’s Monastery. After the obligatory visit
to Mozart’s birthplace we took the cable railway to Fortress
Hohensalzburg, one of central Europe’s largest, completely
preserved castles dating from the 11th century. Here we were
joined by Eleonora who had taken a commercial flight out and
in the evening, we all went to a Mozart dinner concert where
we were entertained to some of Mozart’s best-known works
performed by musicians and opera singers dressed in period
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Top to bottom: Salzburg Cathedral, Weather avoidance enroute
to Belgrade, Live music at the Two Deer restaurant
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costumes.
On Sunday, we said goodbye to our friends Julian Scarfe and
Per Ranneries who had just joined us for the weekend and our
thoughts started to turn for the next leg of the tour to Tirana
in Albania which had been organised by Judith Niechcial.
Having been to Salzburg on a previous PPL/IR Europe trip,
Stephen and Judith joined us with their friend Robin Bowman
in the evening after a late departure from Biggin Hill following
Stephen’s earlier ecclesiastical duties. A few days previously,
the weather in the Adriatic had looked promising and we were
looking forward to the prospect of a VFR trip over the Alps, a
nice stop at Zadar for lunch and fuel and a sightseeing tour of
the coast down to Tirana. However, it was not to be and we now
faced the prospect of severe thunderstorms the entire length of
Adriatic. So on the Monday, we devised a new plan and headed
inland towards Belgrade for fuel and to re-assess our options.
I have a Garmin GSR 56 satellite link which provides incockpit weather updates and although this cannot be used
for tactical weather avoidance, it is great at painting the big
picture. So, on Monday morning I led the way on our IFR route
towards Belgrade and with frequent updates, I could see that
the weather system was steadily pushing north. I was therefore
able to request a more northerly route to ATC who helpfully
passed on the same route to the following aircraft. We just
caught the edge of the weather system with some pretty rough
turbulence and heavy rain which the autopilot could not cope
with so I had about fifteen minutes of hand-flying but once this
was past, we had a clear run down to Belgrade with a good view
of the Danube and the large, flat plains where strip farming is
still clearly in evidence.
Handling at Belgrade was very helpful and I was able to
speak directly to the local forecaster while waiting for the other
aircraft to arrive in order to assess our chances of continuing the
flight to Tirana where Judith had booked a hotel and restaurant.
However, the message was clear, with active thunderstorms
over the whole area we were not going anywhere until the next
day. Meanwhile, Anthony and Miranda Bowles were making
their own way to Tirana via Split and had somehow managed to
survive the bad weather so they were the only couple to make
it to Tirana on the Monday.
Anthony and Miranda had arranged to meet up with Jim and
Judi Thorpe in Split; however the first trip casualty arose in
France the previous day when Jim suffered an engine stoppage
due to a problem with a fuel transfer pump in his Twin
Comanche. This, combined with a lack of a cockpit heater and
poor insulation leading to a frozen cockpit meant Jim and Judi
had no alternative but to abandon the trip and return to the UK.
Getting a hotel at short notice in Belgrade for ten people was
a little tricky but the local handling agent managed to secure
rooms for us all at a hotel in the centre of town. The traffic in
Belgrade was heavy and our 30 minute taxi ride to the hotel
witnessed three separate accidents! Our first impressions of the
city were not that flattering with solitary policemen on almost
every road bridge and dark, dreary buildings that seemed to
provide a reminder of the city’s troubled past. However, after a
quick walk around the centre and a beer to recuperate, we met
for dinner at the Dva Jelena, “The Two Deers”, a traditional
restaurant located in the bohemian heart of the city. This is one
of the oldest restaurants in town and we were entertained with
live music and plenty of tasty local dishes.
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Flying into Tirana requires the permission of the local our avgas status in Romania. This also presented us with the
aviation authority and all of our clearances had been arranged chance of getting some air-to-air photography so we worked
before leaving home. We therefore had concerns about the out a plan over lunch in Nis and decided that Stephen, being
deviation from our planned dates and route. However, an email in the slower aircraft, should take off first, followed by Sally
with an amended clearance request was sent on Monday evening and myself, then David and Robin in the twin C303 followed
knowing that we would set off with full tanks and could divert by Jim and Eleonora in the TB20. Unfortunately, a commercial
back up the coast to Montenegro or Croatia if permission had flight intervened so we were never able to catch Stephen. But
not been received by the time of our departure. However, we David came alongside us and we got a great close up view in
need not have worried as an updated clearance was received by calm air at 7,500’. In the end, this sequence worked well and
email at 7:45am the next morning and we were pleased to get unusually, all four aircraft arrived within minutes of each other
away from the noisy, heavy traffic of central Belgrade.
and parked next to Colin and Anthony who had already arrived.
Having never been to Albania, I was not sure what to Here we learned of the next technical problem as Anthony had
expect. However, it seems to have discarded the shackles of discovered on landing that he had a failed magneto. However,
communism and we were struck by the youthful enthusiasm by the time we arrived, he had impressively arranged for a new
and vibrancy of central Tirana. Judith had arranged for us all part and engineer to be flown out from the UK by fellow PPL/
to stay at the splendid Brilant Antik hotel, a very friendly and IR Europe member Phil Caiger.
elegant hotel in the centre of town and they did not even charge
We were now in Romania where we joined by Eleonora’s
us for the night we missed on Monday. The hotel is just 550 brother Valentin and his wife Simona and between them they
yards from the central Skanderbeg Square and we soon set off had organised a really packed few days. Sibiu is one of the
to explore the local sights. The National Historical Museum most important cultural centres of Romania and was designated
is located off the square and is well worth a visit to get a the European Capital of Culture in 2007. By now, we were a
sense of Albania’s history and culture. Of particular interest fairly large group and split over two hotels. We got a glimpse of
are the separate rooms covering the national renaissance up the city as we walked to the local restaurant but a more detailed
to the declaration of independence in 1912 and the post-war inspection would have to wait.
persecution under the communist regime.
The next day we set off on a two day circular tour by
The next day we had a full day’s tour by mini-bus where mini-bus with accommodation planned at two separate Saxon
we were looked after by a local guide who was full of warmth villages. After a brief coffee stop, we pressed on the first
and passion for his country and whose English was excellent. organised stop to see Bran Castle. The castle is located high
We went first to the guide’s home town of Durrës, the largest above a valley perched on a rock with a flowing river in the
seaport and one of the oldest towns in Albania. Here we saw the Principality of Transylvania. Although there is no evidence that
old Roman Amphitheatre which could once hold up to 20,000 Bram Stoker knew anything about the castle, its setting has
people but is still only partly excavated. We also visited the made it known throughout the world as Dracula’s castle and as
local archaeological museum where the curator was keen to you would expect, it is a popular tourist destination. Afterwards
show us his prized collections from ancient Greek, Hellenistic we continued our road trip to the first of the two Saxon villages
and Roman periods. The tour then continued to Berat which where the group split. Sally and I continued on to the second
is one of the world’s oldest continuously inhabited cities and village along roads which seemed to get progressively smaller.
now on the UNESCO World Heritage List. Unlike Belgrade, The final part of the journey was along a 6km rough track
there was little traffic congestion and most vehicles were fairly where we eventually arrived at our destination, the Prince of
modern but we learned that under communism, road transport Wales guest house in Valea Zalanului. Yes that’s HRH The
was almost non-existent with
only 600 cars in Tirana.
Our short visit to Albania
was over all too quickly and on
Thursday the plan was to fly to
Sibiu in Romania. Knowing that
Sibiu did not have avgas, some
of us went via Nis in Serbia
where we topped up at about £1/
litre. Anthony and Colin both
routed via Belgrade where Colin
collected fellow group-owner
Joel Tobias who had taken a
commercial flight in order to join
the tour for the Romanian leg.
Given the pleasant weather, the
four remaining aircraft decided
to fly VFR from Nis to Serbia
 Carries six adults at nearly 300ktas
 Flies over 1,565 nm with NBAA IFR
on a direct routing which would
reserves
 Large, quiet, air-conditioned, luxury cabin
cut out a large chunk out of the

Can land on a 2,133 ft (650 m) runway
airway route, hence preserving
 Climbs to 31,000 ft in under 22 minutes

High Performance
Aircraft Hire
EASA registered TBM 700C2

Available for private hire to suitably qualified pilots with more than 750hrs TT
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www.coelusflightservices.com
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Below: Inside Bran Castle

Prince Of Wales! There are a lot of royal connections with
Romania as Queen Marie, the last Queen of Romania, was the
granddaughter of Queen Victoria. The reign of the Romanian
royal family came to an end with communism after the Second
World War but there is now a popular local movement to restore
the monarchy.
Our road trip proved a great opportunity to see Romania at
ground level. The scenery really is very beautiful and the way
of life still rustic. All of the livestock were tended by hand and
the cereal crops had been cut and stacked in traditional sheaf
stooks. And the roads were almost devoid of traffic except
for the ubiquitous horse and cart, with upgrades to pneumatic
wheels being the only sign of modernisation.
Our guest house was literally at the end of the road and very
peaceful. No TV or telephone signal here and only the gentle
tinkling of cow bells to disturb the quiet. If you want to get
away from the rat-race and experience tranquillity this is the
place to go. However, our stay was for just one night and the
next morning saw the toll that the track had placed on the minibus which was suffering from a puncture. The driver enlisted
some local support to help change the wheel and after an hour’s
delay, we set off once again down the track to pick up the rest
of the group at the other Saxon village.
On the way back to Sibiu, we stopped at Sighisoara, one
of the most important cities of Transylvania. This was the
birth place of Vlad Dracul, father of Vlad the Impaler who
was the inspiration for Bram Stoker’s Dracula novel. The
city also became the home of German artisans and craftsmen
who helped to establish the urban economy. Time was short
but we had a brief guided tour of the town before continuing
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our journey. Stephen was keen to see an example of one of
the many Romanian fortified churches so we made a brief
stop at Biertan which is home to one of the largest and most
impressive medieval strongholds in Transylvania. The church
sits on a hill in the middle of the village surrounded by three
tiers of ten metre high defensive walls making it impossible
to conquer during medieval times. It is reported that couples
seeking divorce were once locked in the Prison Tower for two
weeks, sharing one set of cutlery and one bed before making
their final decision. It is said that in 400 years, only one couple
decided to go through with their divorce!
We arrived back in Sibiu and, for those with the stamina,
a further guided tour had been arranged. We were now joined
by Eleonora’s friend and fellow pilot James Hallam who had
flown out commercially in order to share the flight back to the
UK with Jim and we all went back into the city for our last
group meal together.
Sibiu is too far to return to the UK in one day, so we arranged
for a refuelling stop in Balaton in Hungary and an overnight
stop on Sunday in Schwäbisch Hall in Germany. It seems we
got out just in time as Anthony, who needed to stay behind
to await his new magneto, subsequently reported that there
had been a massive thunderstorm in Sibiu. The storm made
the headlines in Romania where eight people were killed and
over 67 hurt by falling trees in 100km/hour winds! Stephen,
Judith and Robin also stayed behind to spend a few more days
touring Romania and see a few more of the fascinating fortified
churches. This seemed like a good plan as although our stay in
Romania had been short, we had seen enough to agree that this
is somewhere to which we should return.
The group’s technical problems were still not over as Colin
had been experiencing high cylinder temperatures in his Cirrus.
Colin and Joel therefore decided to stay on in Schwäbisch Hall
and investigate; this turned out to be caused by broken spark
plugs. Unfortunately, the Cirrus seemed plagued by gremlins
and after making it as far as Antwerp, the starter motor failed!
Luckily, a friendly engineer was on hand to hand-swing the
prop and Colin and Joel eventually made it back home on
Thursday, the same day as Anthony and Miranda got back to
the UK.
Meanwhile, the weather continued to be a challenge. Jim
had to negotiate some rough turbulence on the flight back to
the UK and we had a similar, although much shorter, encounter
with our previous induction icing incident. Later in the week,
Stephen and Judith also experienced some really frightening
unexpected turbulence in IMC flying back across the Romania/
Hungary border.
By the end of the week, we were all safely back home and
each with our own personal reflections on the trip. The logistics
of getting such a large group around Europe were evident but
the workload had been shared across a great team. It had been
necessary to change our plans to take account of the weather
and this trip seemed to have more than its fair share of technical
problems. However, we had visited new places, met up with
old friends and saw some refreshing new faces. The group
consisted of both highly experienced and well-travelled pilots
as well as those experiencing practical IFR flying for the first
time. The tour therefore highlighted the tremendous value of
PPL/IR Europe membership and I think it was one of our most
successful tours.
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Clockwise from top left: Sibiu at night,
Cathedral within Sighisoara Castle,
Romanian transport (!), Prince of Wales’
bedroom, Group shot overlooking Berat

NEW: PC12 Class Rating
EASA TBM Class Rating
EASA PA46 Class Rating
ICAO Licence & Rating Conversions
FAA Training
Instrument Rating
Safety Pilot
RVSM Manual Completion & Training
Bespoke training in high performance aeroplanes
www.oysterair.com
jonathan@oysterair.com
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MEMBERS ADVERTS

Aircraft Insurance

Are you paying too much?
• Get an instant quote online

• Spread your premiums for free

• Select the cover you want

• 24-Hour claims hotline service

Visicover is a unique
service that lets you
buy and manage your
aeroplane or helicopter
insurance online
whenever it suits you.

To ﬁnd out more go to Visicover.com
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

Members Advertisments
1981 Cessna 182R - Shares or Whole Aircraft

Probably the best Skylane bargain in Europe!
A 1981 Cessna 182R, fixed gear, with low engine
and airframe hours. Fully certified for IFR with
brand new 8.33-compliant avionics including
Garmin GNS530W, GNC255A NavCom, KT74
transponder (mode-S and ADS-B), DME, ADF,
dual VOR/ILS/GPS CDIs, ARC autopilot, Sigtronics 4-place intercom etc. Immaculate aircraft with new paint and smart leather interior.
Previously German registered and maintained and now UK based. Ready to go anywhere upto 7 hours with 4 persons & full fuel. Shares
or whole aircraft available.
Contact Ian Nayler Ian.Nayler@Outlook.com

Superb IFR equipped Socata TB21 available for group share or possible
outright sale
G-CBFM is currently hangared at Gloucestershire Airport (EGBJ) but due to limited use, is now available for potential shares or outright
sale. The aircraft has been maintained regardless of cost and has a fantastic range of equipment, including:
- Full TKS system approved for flight into known icing
- Garmin GSR56 in-cockpit satellite weather
- Garmin GTN 750 and GTN 650
- Avidyne TAS 600 Traffic Advisory System
- Installed oxygen
For more information see www.exec-flight.co.uk. To discuss purchase
options, please call Paul Turner on 07931 385590 or send an email to
paul@exec-flight.co.uk

Derogations (Opt-out from Regulations)

Some members have asked where they can find an authoritative text on these. Please refer to https://www.easa.europa.eu/documentlibrary/regulations/opt-out-from-regulations and note that “Derogations from Regulation (EU) 1178/2011 as amended” is where to look
for the flight licensing matters.
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APPROACH CHART QUIZ

Approach Chart Quiz
Harrogate / Leeds Bradford
by Graham Whittle
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5. When you are checking
Runway 32 ILS beacon
identity in your NavCom you
hear .. .-.. -… ..-. (ILBF).
What should you hear?
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3. If the LBA beacon is working
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hear?
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2. What frequency should you
dial into your ADF and test
prior to the descent and why?
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eeds Bradford Airport (LBA) has a very efficient handling agency by the name of Multiflight. The last time I landed the fee was
£50. They have clean toilets, free coffee from an decent bean to cup machine, in a very pleasant reception and waiting area with
newspapers and lots of aviation hustle and bustle. Harrogate is 12 miles away, a short taxi ride, the 747 Flying Tiger airport bus is
an alternative. If you want to indulge your passengers, visit Valley Gardens and the nearby Royal Horticultural Garden at Harlow
UNITED KINGDOM AIP
AD 2-EGNM-8-7
Carr. Afternoon tea can be enjoyed at Bettys Cafe Tea Rooms at Harlow Carr or in Parliament Street in the town centre. 20 Jul 2017
LBA is an international airport
INSTRUMENT APPROACH CHART - ICAO
LEEDS BRADFORD
so the approach facilities are more
ILS/DME/NDB(L)
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6. What action should you take if
the correct morse signal is not
received?
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Climb straight ahead to 2000
then climbing turn right to
return to NDB(L) LBA at 3000.
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Answers on Page 24.
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1 Lowest altitude to commence procedure from hold is 3000.
2 Due to controlled airspace constraints, aircraft may temporarily leave controlled airspace in the baseturn.
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Hand Propping

O

by Jim Thorpe

ne of our members recently had the misfortune to get stuck away from home with a broken starter
motor and in the ensuing exchanges of emails I saw someone comment that they had not realised it
was so easy to hand prop. It occurs to me that few instrument pilots will have had any experience
or training in hand propping. By coincidence, in the ensuring few days I read three reports of serious
injuries caused by propellers so thought it may be worth explaining the issues so individuals can make
their own judgements.
My early flying involved an aircraft that
not only lacked an electrical system but
also lacked a parking brake. Every solo
flight commenced with the joys of hand
starting and a scramble to the cockpit to
discourage any pilotless taxying. When
the marginal heel brakes were covered,
increasingly desperate pulling and jiggling
on the ropes that led from the chocks to the
cockpit was required. On a good
day this worked fairly well. On a
bad day, depending on how the
chocks jammed up, it might lead
to shutting down with a hot start
to look forward to or alternatively
some careful prodding or kicking
at the recalcitrant chocks while
avoiding the spinning prop. All in
all, I feel that this period of my
flying life exhausted my allocation
of good luck.
The first thing to realise is that it
is remarkable that aircraft engines
start at all. They are crude, have
small starter motors, weak batteries
and fixed timing. This means that
the fuel systems are set up rich,
normal timing is about 20 degrees
before TDC and the spark intensity
is to a degree proportional to the
engine RPM. This compromise
is satisfactory once the engine is
going but there is no chance of
it starting without some way of
retarding the timing of the spark
and increasing its intensity at
low RPM. Mostly this is dealt
with by the impulse coupling, a
sort of spring mechanism in one or more
magnetos that winds up and then releases.
It thus delivers a spark that is more intense
than would otherwise be the case, which
occurs much later than a normal after start
spark. Without the clockwork spring effect,
the spark would be too weak to do much
good. Without the retarded timing, the
spark might occur when the piston was still
on the compression stroke and the engine
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would try to run backwards. Starting in
reverse would frighten the onlookers but
fortunately this is not a problem as such as
the start will almost certainly break various
expensive bits of your engine before you
really get moving backwards.
As all the clockwork gubbins cost
money, they are usually only included in
one magneto, often but not always the left

magneto. You can see that if both magnetos
are live during the start, one will be at the
normal timing and bad things may happen.
Thus, most but not all GA aircraft, start on
the left mag. You may not be aware of this
since if you have key ignition, it is likely
to be internally wired so as to ground out
the right mag during the start. Having said
this, there are aircraft like my own with two
mags having impulse coupling and the mags

controlled by ordinary switches. Some
aircraft have shower of sparks systems
rather than an impulse mag. This system
will not operate at all if the battery is dead
so the worst outcome here is that the ‘hand
proper’ will become both depressed and
exhausted. A further variation is that some
aircraft have flight manual instructions
about how to select the mag switches
while starting. All this means
that unless you really understand
how your ignition system works,
you have multiple possible ways
to damage your engine or the
person trying to swing the prop.
Moving on, let us assume that
someone knows how to position
the various switches to make a
hand swung start feasible and
how to prime the engine ready
for such a start. Let us further
assume someone is in the cockpit
who is not going to do something
unpredictable with the brakes
or throttle. An experienced pilot
was killed only last year trying
this so do not assume that this
caution only applies to idiots.
Going back in time when people
hand propped a lot, it was mostly
with engines of circa 85 HP. If
necessary, the two blade props
were reinstalled so that they sat in
a convenient position relative to
TDC so a one handed downward
swing would send them, without
too much physical effort, over
their fairly low compression
stroke.
Thus, aviation could mostly be
committed without the inconvenience of
sending for an ambulance. Everyone doing
this regularly knew that slippery ground
or loose clothing were unacceptable. They
wore gloves and did not so much hold the
prop as use friction on the flat forward face
of the prop to swing so that a kick back
would not break their fingers.
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There were some more adventurous
souls. The air forces hand started huge
radial engines, sometime with teams of
three people linking hands. Ski planes
and float planes were (and to a degree
are) started from behind since they do
not have brakes. For most of us standing
on water is impractical and floats/skis are
always behind the
prop. There is even
a classic picture of
someone restarting
a cub in the air
hanging out of the
door with one foot
on the wheel and
one hand grasping
the door frame. Let’s just say that the
attitude to health and safety in those days
was a bit more relaxed!
To return to our present day yellow
jacket world, let us think about starting a
300-odd horsepower engine with a three
bladed prop. Firstly, who knows how the
prop sits relative to TDC. With a third
blade you have just stuffed an extra bullet
into your equivalent of a Russian roulette
revolver and significantly reduced the time
available to get your hand or hands out of

the way of the next blade if it does start.
You may well need both hands since you
have a big engine with a heavy prop. Some
careful thinking as to how you place your
feet and body so that the momentum of
such a swing takes you out of the prop arc
is pretty essential. At least it is likely the
aircraft will have effective brakes but it is

HAND PROPPING

the key while leaving the mag live.
To end on a more encouraging note
most start failures are battery related. It
is inexpensive and simple to carry the
appropriate connector for your external
power socket terminating in large crocodile
clips. It may not be easy to rustle up a 24volt battery if that is what you need but it
will be possible almost
anywhere given time.
If you travel often to
distant parts, there are
now small lightweight
battery packs that you
could take with you. It
is also worthwhile to
have a chat with your
engineer when your cowlings are off as
some starter systems will respond to ‘get
you home techniques’ such as a bang with
a hammer in the right place while others
will not. It is now possible to get a legal
permanent connection for your aircraft
so that an external trickle charger can be
connected without needing to open hatches
or cowlings. Keeping your battery charged
in this way will almost certainly extend its
life and repay the modest cost of
the modification.

“Some careful thinking as to how you place your
feet and body so that the momentum of such
a swing takes you out of the prop arc is pretty
essential”
less likely the typical pilot will be sure how
his ignition system is organised. Maybe
you decide to have a bit of safe practice
with the mags off and the keys out. A few
weeks ago a friend with a C150 had the
habit (in spite of my efforts to dissuade
him) of pulling his engine through a few
times before getting in just to ‘loosen it up’.
It burst into life and he was lucky not to
lose a hand. It turned out that his standard
Cessna keyed mag switch was badly worn
and it was possible to completely remove
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UK to Trinidad
and back
in a Cessna 421
(Part 1 - Planning and
Preparation)
by John Shannon

W

hy did I want to do this? I was born in Trinidad, an island just off the coast of Venezuela and lived
there with my father until I was 9 ½ years old. Thereafter, I visited Trinidad during school holidays
up until I was 18. During my twenties, I worked in the West Indies, where I had the use of a Baron,
and still have many West Indian friends. So, part of my motivation was nostalgia; it would be fun
to revisit my youthful hunting grounds(!) in a small plane especially as I was going to be joined for
the Caribbean part of the trip by my family.
Why did I think I could do this? I felt that I
was sufficiently experienced as a pilot and
had the appropriate aircraft to make the
journey both safe and fun. I am now retired
and have the time to take on these sort of
time consuming projects.
I flew across the Atlantic both ways in
2013 in the same aircraft that I planned to
use for this trip – a C421C. (See IP 101
March/April 2014). Some of the worries
and concerns that I had held before that
first transatlantic trip were either reduced
or eliminated by what happened during
that trip. What is more, I had thoroughly
enjoyed the crossings, especially as the
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return journey across the Atlantic was
with my younger son, Peter, who was 18
at the time, as ‘co-pilot’; he held a private
pilot’s licence. (He got his PPL on his 17th
birthday - before his driving licence!) Peter
also greatly enjoyed that trip and perhaps
it was a factor in his subsequent decision
to become an airline pilot. He has been
flying Airbus A320s (180 seat jets) as a first
officer for EasyJet, the biggest UK airline,
for the last two and a half years. (He is now,
at 23 years old, a much more polished pilot
than I could ever hope to be.)
Apart from the Atlantic, I did have some
previous experience (although rather a long

time ago) of flying along the East coast of
the US. I had flown up from Trinidad to
Dayton Ohio, Le Guardia and back in a
Baron in the mid 1970’s. My total flying
time is some 5,000 hours and I hold an
ATPL licence. I have held a British twin and
instrument rating continuously since 1973.
I also flew some 1,500 hours in the West
Indies in the 1970’s, mostly in a Baron.
During this period, I was able to visit nearly
all the Eastern Caribbean Islands. In those
days, all we had for navigation were widely
spaced NDBs and a very few VORs. Now
GPS makes navigation so much simpler.
Many of the airports on the trip are
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familiar to me – even if from many years
ago. However, quite a few would be new
to me which I looked forward to visiting.
Providenciales, in the Turks and Caicos
Islands, has replaced the crushed coral
strip that I used to land on with a modern
airport, instrument approaches and ATC.
Argyle St Vincent has, this year, replaced
the old airport, which was one way only
due to a hill at the east end of the runway.
Downwind take offs at the old St Vincent
airport from a reasonably short runway
with the sea at the end, looming towards
you, were always interesting. Canouan in
the Grenadines is a newly expanded airport
that can handle jets. Tortola British Virgin
Islands is not a new airport but one of the
very few older West Indian airports that I
had never visited. I had also hoped to land
at Union Island in the Grenadines which has
a notorious hill on the approach but I was
told that a C421 nearly ran off the end of the
runway this year and the local authorities
had therefore banned C421s from Union.
I am presently in good health (touch
wood); however, I am conscious that I do
not perhaps have too much longer to do
mad trips like this! The C421 is a very
good aircraft for the mission as discussed
below and with enough notice, my family
said that they would all like to join me in
the West Indies, at least for part of the trip.
Perhaps as important as any other of the
above reasons, my friend Roy was game.
Retired BA airline pilot, very experienced
and suitably able, Roy Hitchon has the will
power to restrain my ‘continuation bias’.
Roy had flown with me on my previous
trip across the Atlantic to Wichita and back.
Roy agreed to fly with me from the UK to
Miami and then have a holiday with his
wife; he would then re-join me in Miami
for the return trip to the UK. Finally, I had
a look at my piggy bank and it had enough
treasure to pay for the trip. Such adventures
are not cheap and it is worthwhile having
substantial financial reserves for a rainy
day or technical hick ups!

Preparations
I had a year’s lead time. It is best to
allow three months for making all the
arrangements, at least for the first time that
you undertake such a trip.
Bureaucracy
American readers of this article should
understand that I am looking at the
bureaucracy largely from the point of view
of a foreigner in a foreign registered aircraft

visiting the US. Thankfully, the hassle
factor has reduced somewhat from 2013 at
the time of my last trip in the plane to the
US. There is now no US requirement for
non-US and non-Canadian aircraft to get
approval, five days in advance, of the route
to be taken in the US with applicable dates
and all airports to be visited! There is now
no requirement for all such flights to be IFR
only with the approval number indicated on
the IFR flight plan, etc. Everyone knew all
this bureaucracy was absolutely ridiculous,
especially as none of it applied if the aircraft
concerned was US registered, even if flown
by a non-US citizen! It has all gone, thank
goodness.
However, unless you are operating
under an air operator’s certificate, it is still
a requirement for all non-US and Canadian
citizens, including the pilot(s), entering
or exiting the US and Puerto Rico in a
private aircraft to have a full US Visa. The
Visa waiver program only applies to AOC
operators. You must make an appointment,
normally at least a month in advance, to
visit the US embassy in your country. You
have to fill out in advance a multipage form
online (the internet pages time out so keep
saving) which is difficult to understand.
While not quite as difficult as a tax return
(I am an accountant but find all tax
returns maddeningly obscure) the US visa
application is still quite a task to complete,
even for my daughter in law, Lexie, who is
a lawyer and who was coming on the trip. In
my case, after waiting over half a day in the
London US Embassy to be called, I spent a
mere 4 minutes in front of an assistant consul
who at first found it difficult to understand
why I needed a visa at all, and once that was
clarified with her superior, spent the balance
of the four minutes talking about her last
holiday in the West Indies. I note that there
are no equivalent requirements for US or
Canadian passengers in US private aircraft
visiting the UK or Europe. Foreign aircraft
must apply for a US Customs Decal which
is sent by mail – allow a 4-week delivery
time!
In the US and in the lower Caribbean
you must fill out in advance of each
border crossing flight, an online Electronic
Advance Passenger Information System
form - EAPIS and Caribbean EAPIS. I find
it easiest to get pictures of all passengers’
passports which have all the details
required.
General Declarations
I eliminated most of the hassle of filling

out GenDecs and making multiple copies
(required by all Bahamian and West Indian
Islands) by using a handler wherever there
was one available and emailing passenger
and aircraft details in advance to the
handler. Pay particular attention to whether
the details required by the various countries
specify GMT/Z time or local time, IATA or
ICAO airport descriptors, month day year
or day month year, etc. Why cannot these
matters be standardised?
Insurance
By restricting the pilots to Roy and myself
we were able to reduce our additional
insurance premium to something not too
terrible. My insurance premium is $3,000
a year for worldwide cover excluding the
US. Coverage for the US came to about
$1,000.00 for the one month that we would
be in the US! Be aware that many countries
require third party insurance, often with
the insured amounts of up to $10 million.
Discuss insurance with your broker very
early on as it can be a show stopper. In
some cases, you may find that you will
need to hire a professional ferry pilot for
the trans-Atlantic flight to be able to get the
necessary insurance.
Do not forget to print out conversion
tables – all of which are available on the
internet. Feet to meters, Inches (of mercury)
to hectopascals, Fahrenheit to Celsius as
METARS and TAFS use different units in
the western hemisphere.

Weather
North Atlantic weather and related
planning matters
The least demanding months are mid-April
to mid-September. At the edges of this
period you may need engine heaters. Do not
expect FBO’s in Greenland to have engine
heaters or heated hangers. Heated hangers,
when available, are expensive! My aircraft
has Tanis engine heaters.
Greenland/North Eastern Canada
The relatively warm ocean next to very cold
land and a prevailing oceanic wind from the
West and north west means that the west
coast of Greenland is subject to sudden fog.
The weather at Sondrestromfjord, which is
quite a way inland, normally is better than
that of coastal airports such as Nuuk and
Narsarsuaq, and is less subject to sudden
fog. While not strictly a weather matter, it
is relevant that there are very few airports in
Greenland and northern Canada and nearly
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all are about 200 miles or more from each
other.
There are no precision approaches in
Greenland. At Narsarsuaq there are NDB/
DME and LNAV approaches but due to
the proximity of high mountains (See
Narsarsuaq Chart on page 20) all the
approaches require very high minima with
a state minimum of 6,000 meters visibility
and 1380’ MDA for the LNAV approach
with a 4% climb rate for Class B aircraft.
Do not have an engine failure on go around
in IMC; your chances of survival with all
the high mountains so close by will be
marginal! You should not consider going to
Narsarsuaq unless the ceiling is forecast to
be above 2,500’ with 6,000 meters visibility.
Take all the time necessary to fully brief
yourself on the applicable North Atlantic
weather. As you will see, on our return
journey, we decided against going via
Narsarsuaq due to less than perfect forecast
weather and took the northern route via
Sondrestromfjord which added a day to our
journey. Allow extra days in your planning
so that you do not feel that you must depart
because of some looming deadline. We
allowed an extra day each way for our cross
Atlantic planning so we could sit out bad
weather or take a longer route.
Please note that you will not be allowed
to take off from Reykjavik without a TAF
for Greenland, if your flight plan includes
a Greenland destination or Greenland sole
alternate. However, unless you are willing
to pay an overtime fee for the met officer
to come to work early in Greenland, you
are unlikely to get a TAF before about
8:45 GMT, which is 5:45 am in Greenland.
Therefore, the earliest you can start from
Reykjavik is about 9:00 GMT. This means
that you will be probably arriving in Goose
Bay via Narsarsuaq at about 5:30 pm local
time. Therefore, check the opening hours
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for Canadian customs!
It is useful to have an Airborne Weather
receiver so that you can receive updated
weather enroute on the Atlantic crossing.
My C421 is equipped with an Inmarsat
satellite based weather receiver which,
amongst other things, gives up to date
TAF’s and METARS. We found this useful
and reassuring.
Nova Scotia has a high incidence of
freezing rain and severe freezing conditions.
West Indian Weather
The hurricane season is from mid-June to
October. I therefore planned the trip for late
April to mid-June. Very sadly, a number of
islands, either on or near our route, were
damaged in September by hurricanes about
two months after the end of our trip. The
Turks and Caicos, San Juan Puerto Rico
and Tortola were all hit. I would avoid
Florida and further south during August and
September. It is not that you will encounter
an unexpected hurricane during a flight;
weather forecasts can predict them well in
advance. However, if you are stuck on an
island in the eye of a hurricane – perhaps
due to a problem with the aircraft - there
is a very fair chance that your aircraft
will be a write off. This summer’s 150 kt
hurricane winds are beyond the capability
of any tie down rope. Insurance can also
be a problem during the hurricane season.
Trinidad is below the hurricane belt (the
weaker Coriolis force as you approach the
Equator does not provide enough spin to
get the hurricane going.) and so is a safe
bolt hole. It is where many of the yachts
based in the Caribbean spend three months
in the summer, during the hurricane season.
As you get nearer to the Equator, the
Tropopause gets higher - 45,000ft or
more. Clouds can grow to quite enormous
heights. Avoid flying in clouds with vertical

development! The good news is that for
most days clouds are reasonably scattered,
visibility is sufficient to fly round the
clouds and weather fronts are less frequent
than further north.

Transatlantic Flight planning
for general aviation aircraft
Time Zones
Make yourself familiar with the applicable
time zones. In the summer, there is a onehour time difference between the UK and
Iceland. There is three hours difference
between Iceland and Greenland and four
hours difference between Iceland and
Goose Bay. You ‘gain’ time going west;
you ‘lose’ time going east. Plan the flights
in GMT and then convert to local time.
North Canada – Greenland - Iceland
There are essentially two routes from
Canada to Iceland. The southern route from
Goose Bay or another Nova Scotia airport
like Gander via what, in the 2nd World War,
was called route Bluie West 1, to Narsarsuaq
in Southern Greenland and then to Iceland.
The longest leg is between Goose Bay and
Narsarsuaq - about 700nm.
Or the northern route to Iqaluit in
northern Canada and then Sondrestromfjord
in northern Greenland and then Iceland. The
longest leg between Sondrestromfjord and
Iceland is also about 700nm, although if
you have a shorter-range aircraft, Kulusuk
airport on the north East of Greenland can
cut the individual legs to Iceland down
to approximately 400nm. It has an NDB
approach down to 890’ feet; however, the
runway is gravel.
On this trip we took the southern route
outbound from the UK and the northern
route on the return route eastbound, the
choice depending on the weather. Our
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preferred route is the southern route as it
saves a day. Calculate your point of no return
(PNR) before setting off! The northern
route between Iqaluit and Sondrestromfjord
is only about 450nm and therefore you may
avoid the need for a PNR on that section.
Consider the northern route if the
weather is forecast to be anything other
than good or better on the southern route.
The southern route can only be used with
aircraft that are HF radio equipped unless,
iyou can fly at 25,000’ or above. There is no
requirement for HF radio on the northern
route and you can remain in VHF range for
most of the time.
Temperatures can be very low at
altitude, so for turbine engines one should
use an antifreeze additive and although
avgas has a lower freezing point than Jet
A1, given the low temperatures, consider
the use of Isopropyl Alcohol at a 1% mix
(or Prist at the appropriate mix) to reduce
the likelihood of water freezing in the
fuel. Pay particular attention to en route
wind forecasts. Due to the proximity of the
northern jet stream, winds can often be very
strong - well in excess of 50 knots from the
west to the north west. Remember that there
is an approximately 30 degree magnetic
variation between Canada and Greenland
and en route wind is given in true headings!
Avgas
Always check in advance that avgas is
available in Greenland and Northern
Canada. Iqaluit has been known to run
out and this also applies to all Greenland
airports. In Iqaluit, avgas is only sold by the
50 gallon barrel. You do not get change for
any leftover fuel that you do not use!
Safety equipment - the flights between
Goose Bay, Iqaluit, Greenland and the
Atlantic are over very deserted and rough
terrain or oceans. Even in a twin I would
recommend you carry survival suits,
covered life rafts/emergency water and
food, ELT and we also took two PLBs.

at the Greenland Airman’s Information
Publication (you can read it online.) an ADF
was required equipment for IFR flight!

The aircraft: C421C
The performance specifications of the
C421C with factory locker tanks is better
than most general aviation aircraft. It has
a particularly good IFR range of some
1,100nm (assuming an alternate within
100NM) or an absolute range to when the
engines stop of some 1,700nm – both in
still air and at 60% power lean of peak.
The practical operational ceiling of 25,000’
allows one to both fly above most freezing
clouds and to avoid the need for HF radio
on the southern Greenland route. All
C421C’s are approved for flight into known
icing although one needs to be careful to
avoid flight planning into moderate icing
conditions for any lengthy en route section
of a flight or into any severe icing. And
of course, the aircraft has two engines
which are particularly reassuring over the
Atlantic! If your aircraft has less range,
consider installing ferry tanks or only using
the northern route.
Maintenance
In my view, it is almost essential to have
a good 100-hour inspection and service
before flying the Atlantic. The maintenance
provider should be made aware of the
Atlantic flight in prospect. Apart from all
the normal 100 hour inspections, I ask for
the engines to be borescoped. Here I came
up against my first major problem which
emphasises that one should plan the annual
or 100-hour inspection well before a long
trip so that any problems can be sorted
in good time! Seven weeks before our
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scheduled departure, a borescope inspection
showed that the cam shaft hardened coating
had worn through on the right engine (11
years old and 1,300 hours). There was not
enough time to split the engine and replace
the cam shaft and certainly not enough time
to overhaul the engine. I therefore bought an
overhauled engine from RAM that arrived
four weeks after the order. It took about two
weeks to install the overhauled engine; we
had one week to spare! We faced another
maintenance problem that took a long time
to resolve in the planning stage. My aircraft
is UK registered and therefore comes
under EASA maintenance rules. As many
readers will know, C421s’ have to have
their engine exhausts inspected every 50
hours in accordance with AD 2000-01-16;
UK registered aircraft have this inspection
carried out by an EASA approved
maintenance organisation. This proved to be
a difficulty at the planning stage of this trip
as I could not identify an EASA approved
maintenance organisation that could handle
a C421 in the Eastern USA. There are many
US based EASA approved organisations
that cover turboprops and jets but few that
would handle piston aircraft. Yingling in
Wichita (who are EASA approved) came
to the rescue and recommended Propel
Aviation Services, an authorised Cessna
service station and EASA approved, based
in Miami Executive. They are a highquality maintenance shop. Propel agreed
to inspect our exhausts and change the oil
in Miami on our way down to Trinidad and
on our way back to the UK. The whole trip
was planned not to exceed 100 flying hours
and therefore we did not need to plan a 100hour inspection while away from the UK.

Pilots
For transatlantic flights, unless you are a
very experienced ferry pilot, I recommend
having two pilots. Roy and I flew alternate
legs to and from Miami. I flew all the
Caribbean legs. A current instrument
rating is a legal requirement for flying
across the Atlantic on an IFR flight plan.
Be sure that your instrument flying skills
are current. If using the southern route, be
current with flying an LNAV or NDB/DME
approach. By the way, when I last looked

Above: Instrument Panel of the author’s Cessna 421C G-CGSG
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Avionics
The aircraft has no electronic flight displays. It still has its original,
rather good, artificial horizon with flight director, slaved HSI,
digital altimeter, IVSI, colour radar, and 800B three axis autopilot,
altitude warning and preselect and radio altimeter. They all work!
Just about everything else is new since I purchased the aircraft in
2010. GNS530W, GTN650. King KR 87 ADF (still an important
piece of gear in less developed parts of the world), KN64 DME,
GTX 330 mode S transponder with ADSB out, in flight weather
receiver via Inmarsat, roll steering, Avidyne traffic advisory system,
JPI engine monitor and fuel flow indicator. Like most C421’s the
pitot system is independently duplicated for the co-pilot’s panel
which includes a complete set of flight instruments. The avionics
are altogether more than adequate for crossing the Atlantic and
probably exceed the capabilities of most transatlantic airliners that
flew before the 1990’s!
Documentation
Jeppesen flight documentation is the easiest way of ensuring that
you have all the necessary plotting charts, enroute charts and
approach plates. Although now strictly unnecessary, I still plot
my Atlantic routes to be absolutely sure of the position of the 10
degrees reporting points. (You need to report your position every 10
degrees of latitude over the Atlantic.) Jepp FD, with all the charts
and plates on an iPad, is easy to keep up to date via the internet. I
used Jeppesen for the trip; however, it is expensive. Foreflight does
not yet work properly in Europe and is not kept up to date in the
West Indies but is great in the US and the Bahamas. Be aware that
Canada charges for state approach plates and that it is quite difficult
to get state plates for some of the Eastern Caribbean islands. While
it might be possible, with perseverance, to get free state plates for
most airports, Jeppesen makes it all so easy. I found the AOPA
Caribbean Guide (ISBN 978-0-9904641-6-7) useful as a general
guide. It is updated annually.
Navigation Databases
Be careful to ensure that they cover all your route. Jeppesen have
a particularly confusing set of data cards to cover western Europe,
the Atlantic and the eastern US and the Caribbean. Get advice from
a knowledgeable Jeppesen sales representative; do not try to work
it out for yourself. It is very difficult to plan and file an acceptable
IFR route in Europe manually. It is almost essential to use an

Above: The author’s Cessna 421C; Right: RNAV approach to Narsarsuaq
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automated route calculator/flight planner such as RocketRoute
which will also confirm that the route has been accepted as a valid
IFR flight plan by Eurocontrol. I used RocketRoute for the whole
trip down to the Caribbean and had no problems with filing flight
plans other than one should remember that, unlike the 5 days lead
time available in Europe, you can only file a plan approximately 24
hours in advance in the Americas.
Note that SBAS/WAAS ends at Iceland and only starts again
lower down east Canada. Therefore, it is necessary to check
RAIM availability for transatlantic flights via Notams, etc. On a
minor note, make sure you have a high visibility jacket. On the
larger airports in Europe the wearing of a high visibility jacket is
mandatory.

Hotels
We booked hotel rooms in advance for Goose Bay, Iceland, Wick
and Iqaluit for all transatlantic routes including the northern route.
This is because hotel rooms are sometimes in very short supply
and in Reykjavik it is very convenient to use the Icelandair Hotel
(which also gets booked up); the hotel is right next door to the
airport FBO. Otherwise, we did not book hotels in advance for the
flights down to and back from Miami so as to avoid charges arising
from delayed flights. However, all our West Indian holiday hotels
were pre-booked by my wife.

... Part 2 in the next issue
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PBN Conference
at Le Touquet on 7th October 2017

T

by Roger Dunn

here was puzzlement in the voice of the approach controller as nine light aircraft arrived at Le Touquet
late on the afternoon of Friday 6th October. The weather was glorious, but everyone requested a GNSS
approach. Who could these strange people be? They were of course all members of PPL/IR Europe
who were keen to hone their skills on PBN (Performance Based Navigation for the uninitiated). The
controller rose to the occasion and cleared everyone to an LPV approach with few delays. Some were
asked to slow down, others started the approach at 4,000ft and only the odd aircraft was required to hold at
EKLEB.This was all good news to those who remember delays when flying procedural approaches at Oxford and
Mikonos on earlier PPL/IR Europe outings.

After landing, we were quickly collected and transported by a
charming lady to the nearby Grand Hotel, where our conference
was to be based. After checking in, we quickly gathered in the
bar and there was much animated conversation about the finer
points of PBN and other instrument flying topics. Only one
person was tempted by the hotel’s magnificent swimming pool.
At 8pm there was a short interruption in the conversation whilst
we de-camped to the dining room for an excellent dinner.
On Saturday morning the overnighters enjoyed a leisurely
breakfast whilst awaiting the arrival of the day-trippers. The
day-trippers faced true PPL/IR Europe weather with worse
forecast for the return. Nevertheless, eighteen of the twenty
one expected aircraft arrived.
The show began at 11am with an introduction by our
organiser, Colin Williamson. He told us that the conference
was intended to inform members and stimulate debate. It was
not a training session. By the end of the day I am sure that few
would have agreed with the latter statement. If we were not
trained, we were certainly enlightened. Colin and Julian Scarfe
had put together an extremely talented panel of eight speakers
with expertise in every aspect of PBN.
Julian demonstrated his encyclopaedic knowledge of the
subject by outlining the stages in the development of PBN
and explained why we were now faced with such a profusion
of navigation specifications. He described the three principal
benefits of PBN:

additional checks at the FAF.
These should include:
• Track line - Coloured Magenta
• CDI/HSI – Correct source and scale, needle centred, TO
indication
• Annunciators – Correct LPV/LNAV indications
• He outlined a number of “GOTCHAs”, including flying a
trombone.
Timothy also reminded everyone that when filing a flight
plan to an airfield with only GNSS approaches, at least one of
the alternates must have a non-GNSS approach.
Ken Ashton from NU Approach Ltd gave us an insight into
the requirements for designing GNSS approaches. He was ex
NATS, but now ran his own company designing approaches
for clients. Most of his work involved approaches required
to meet CAP1120. CAP1120 offered a simplified system of
approval for smaller airfields but only permitted approaches
with decision heights at or above 500ft. He explained that

• The ability to de-commission existing aids that were very
expensive to maintain;
• Improved safety from the introduction of low cost
instrument approaches at airfields where traditional
approaches would not be economically viable;
• Reduction in ATM load by having aircraft “running on
rails”.
Timothy Nathan discussed some of the operational issues.
He emphasised the importance of fully understanding the
operation of the equipment within the aircraft and the risks
of transferring to unfamiliar equipment such as even a change
from a GNS430W to a GTN650. He highlighted the need for
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some modification would be required to CAP1120 following
the introduction of the new “Airspace Change Process”. Ken’s
presentation created some controversy. Many were concerned
that the whole process of introducing GNSS approaches was
much too slow. There were many operators whose aircraft
were fully equipped and pilots who considered themselves
competent. The temptation to create their own approaches
into non-instrument airfields was very great. In the interest of
safety, it was important that regulation caught up with demand
and dangerous practices were avoided.
Jonathan Smith, ex NATS, was now a case officer with
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the CAA. He described the role of the case officer and the
difficulties in complying with all the procedures. He gave
some valuable hints on how to go about making an application
and avoid falling foul of the case officer. He emphasised the
importance of having discussions with all the many interested
parties.
Ed Bellamy who has just left the GA department of the
CAA for an airline, described the development of the approach
for Sherburn-in-Elmet, which was now very close to being
implemented. This resulted from an initiative from one of
our active members, Steve Hallas. There had been numerous
difficulties due to neighbouring controlled airspace but these
had been overcome by patience and persistence.
Following Ed’s talk we adjourned for lunch, which was
enjoyed for both the good food and the animated conversations
on PBN matters. The after lunch slot was nobly filled by Julian
who covered some of the operational aspects of PBN.
Jim Marren from the CAA followed. He was responsible
for pilot training, licensing and policy matters. His department
had set out the requirements for PBN approval in Information
Notices 2017/026 and 2017/034. All examiners had been invited
to apply for PBN approval and twenty five approvals had been
granted. Others were expected to be approved following further
training. He had not yet heard from thirty examiners!
He confirmed that only one satisfactory GNSS approach
was required during the test. It could be a 2D (LNAV) approach
or a 3D (LPV) approach. If a 2D GNSS approach was flown,
then the 3D approach could be an ILS approach. Candidates
would be required to fly a GNSS departure and arrival. Full
details were contained in the notices.
Candidates would be required to demonstrate their
theoretical knowledge of PBN, either by attending a course at a
Flying Training Organisation or by making a self-declaration.
Those who made a self-declaration would be required to
undergo an oral examination with their examiner.
Tim Dufourment followed with an explanation of the
role of GSA. GSA was a body that reported directly to
the EU Commission and was charged with developing
and commissioning the European GNSS system. Once
commissioned, the facilities were handed over to the
European Space Agency (ESA). The GNSS system consisted
of the EGNOS and the Galileo systems. EGNOS provided
differential correction for the USA GPS system over Europe
and for the developing Galileo system of satellites. It had
been commissioned in 2011 and had made possible the
implementation of SBAS and PBN in Europe. There were
now eighteen Galileo satellites in orbit. Twenty four satellites
were required for the full array and it was planned to have six
spares.
The meeting concluded with a panel question time.
On return to the airfield we were faced with true IFR
departures. It was raining with 2500m visibility, a 500ft cloud
base and a strong 70-degree crosswind with everyone wishing
to be away at the same time. The controllers did a very good
job at minimizing delays.
Our thanks are due to Colin and Julian for putting together
a very interesting and stimulating conference and to MarcOlivier Mehu, our man on the ground, who undertook much
of the local liaison.
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GTN Tips’n’tricks

I

by Timothy Nathan

am a born fiddler. I cannot just hold a retractable ball point, I have
to pull it to pieces and reassemble it continuously; similarly, I
tend to use the long hours flying IFR just playing with buttons to
see what they do. That, combined with messing with simulators,
has led me to a bunch of little shortcuts which some members
might find useful. I imagine that most readers will already know
most of what I am going to write but I know from observing some
even very experienced IFR pilots that you certainly do not all know
all of them.
The two aircraft I fly most often have both GTN 750 and 650,
and I train quite a bit in aircraft with one or the other. Many of my
tips’n’tricks are at their best in that dual environment. If you have
a different combination, your results might vary.

Home button long press
I am quite surprised by how many pilots don’t know this one. The
default view on the 750 is the map, so Garmin have given us a
simple way to return to that view without having to pass through
any other screens – a long press on the Home button. This can be
particularly helpful when you have descended into the bowels of
settings, but any time when you want your magenta line back, you
can just press and hold Home for a couple
of seconds and you are back in familiar
territory. Unfortunately, on the 650 it takes
you to the Default Nav page. If I had only
a 650, my default preference would be the
map, not the Default Nav. Garmin made
the same decision on the GNS430; I still
do not agree with it

FPL from waypoint panel
Another short cut that is very valuable is to get to the FPL page
directly from the default page by tapping on the waypoint panel.
This is particularly useful as you are flying airways and you hear
your callsign. As there is a good chance that it will be a direct to a
waypoint already on your plan, you want the list up quickly with
one tap, so you can recognise the name as they pronounce it in their
own special way. Click on the panel and you are instantly looking
at the list. The quickest way back is the Back key.

to the main menu and navigate back to where
they were. Everywhere you go has a Back
key. It takes you back to where you were.

North Up above
There are, of course, two ways to look at the map, North up and
Track up. Any time you want to lose the will to live, read a debate
on one of the forums on which is better.
But it seems to me that there are two circumstances where it is
“obvious”. You want Track up for a procedure and North up for an
overview.
Luckily, the nice people at Garmin have recognised and given
us a great “North up above” function in Map Setup. My personal

preference is to use a low number, such as 10 or 15nm but you can
experiment and find your own preference. Then, as you zoom in it
goes track up, and zoom out it goes to North up.

Crossfill
I guess I have to address this issue before I move onto the next two
(which depend on it). Sometimes I see people on forums arguing
against crossfill, saying that they prefer to have two independent
GNSS systems, so that they can do “What ifs?” and so on.
Well, sorry, I just do not understand that at all, especially not for
IFR/airways flying. It strikes me as confusing, disorientating and
even possibly dangerous. I have even seen people transfer from
one to the other (“now I am navigating on GPS1, now GPS2”).
This leaves me bewildered and confused and I can only imagine
that they could rapidly feel the same if the going got tough.
On the other hand, crossfill allows you to show a whole lot
more information about your flight, all of which is consistent and
gives you one reliable set of data to work from. So, it is scarcely
a tip or trick to use crossfill but anyway, the next two suggestions
only really work if you have it switched on.

Change user fields to function pages

Look for the Back key
I sometimes want to eat my own hand in frustration as I watch
someone go into a page, or menu, then press the Home key, go

This one is particularly useful if you have other ways to display
key data such as groundspeed and track (like a second GTN or
your PFD) or if you do not have a remote transponder or audio
panel so can use the six fields at the top of the 750 page.
The four buttons round the edges of the 750 map can be
changed to a wide variety of fields and functions. I have two set to
Procedures and Fuel Plan, as these are things that I am constantly
popping in and out of but if, for example, you use checklists or if you
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have services like
telephone, text or
Connext weather,
you can have direct
links to each of
them.
For me, this is
much more useful
than having data
fields around the
corners of the map.
Equally,
you
can change the
fields on the 650 Default Nav page to pages unless you have a
remote transponder operated from this page.

Descent planning/VSR display
In an unpressurised aircraft, for the sake of my passengers’ ears,
I do not like to descend at more than 500fpm, which is also the

to request such a descent with mental arithmetic but now it’s all
done for us by the VCALC function in Utilities. We all know that,
it is neither a tip, nor a trick.
My tip is to use one of the fields on the default view for VSR.
That means that you can set up the VCALC early on, way before
ToD and occasionally scan VSR. As it clocks up towards about
-450fpm, you can make the descent request. I choose 450 instead
of 500 for two reasons. Firstly, because it often takes ATC a few
moments to co-ordinate the descent with the next sector and
secondly, because the descent will typically increase your speed
and the greater speed will require a higher RoD at the same
distance.
If you have a 750/650 combination, it works really well to put
descent planning on the 650, with the other data fields (though, as I
mention above, it only sensibly works with Crossfill). If you have
a standalone 750, you would probably want to use a button for
VCALC and a user field for VSR and you soon run out of fields.
Notice that in the example picture I have used the 650 page with
both a direct link to VCALC and the VSR field below.

Entering Airways

minimum permissible under IFR. So in other words, 500fpm is the
only descent rate.
In the olden days we could calculate the point at which we had

Probably most of us these days put our flightplans into the GTN
using Flightstream or Connext, from Garmin Pilot or Foreflight, or
via an SD card loaded from Autorouter or SkyDemon. But there
are times when you need to enter it manually and then you need to
ensure that every waypoint is included for when ATC gives you a
DCT to an intermediate point.

Approach Chart Quiz
Answers
1. 990 hPa if we assume that 1 hPa is equivalent to 30 feet of
altitude. Aerodrome elevation shown on the chart is 681
which divided by 30 equals 22.7. 1013 - 23 = 990.
2. 402.5 kHz is the frequency for the LBA locator beacon
which is an essential part of the missed approach
procedure.
3. .-.. -… .-

(LBA)

4. A panel mounted certified GPSS navigator, linked to a HSI
with DCT to LBA selected. However, strictly speaking, an
overlay procedure is not approved.
5. .. .-.. ..-.

(ILF)

6. After checking that you have the correct plate, the correct
frequency and double checked the morse signal, advise
ATC and ask for confirmation that the correct ident is
being broadcast.

(Quiz on page 13)
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In the GNS series that was painful
but on the GTN, it is made so much
easier by being able to Load Airways,
particularly if you have planned to
follow an airway along a substantial
part of its length. I have seen so many
pilots who are unware of this function
and again I find myself gnawing my
knuckles as I watch them key in each
waypoint manually.
The reason I think that some people miss this function is that
you have to highlight the waypoint (DIK in the example above)
rather than tap Add Waypoint.
There is an additional trick here: look out for instances where
an airway has two names. For example, I have often seen the routefinding programs produce AMB A34 KOVAK H20 LGL A34
SITET. If you are putting the plan in manually, that’s a lot more
keystrokes than AMB A34 SITET but is otherwise identical.

PPL/IR EUROPE

XFER
When you put a frequency
into the radio or VOR/ILS,
do you press Enter, then
press the active frequency?
XFER on the 750 is just one
keystroke instead of two. On
the 650, this is achieved by
entering the frequency and
then pressing the active COM
display.

Monitor frequency
Did you know that on the 750 you can monitor the standby
frequency while listening on the selected frequency? Some people
find that a preferable way to pick up the ATIS than having two
frequencies in their ears at the same time.
It does not work if the selected frequency is busy, though, as
you only hear the standby frequency when the main frequency is
quiet.

Switch off SBAS for training
If you want to practice approaches without vertical guidance at
an airfield with LPV, L/VNAV or LNAV+V approaches you can
disable the glidepath indication by switching off SBAS (ie WAAS,
EGNOS etc).
However, depending on how
far ahead of time you do it, you
can confuse the annunciation,
and sometimes I have seen it
annunciate LPV but not provide
a glidepath, so be ready to be
confused.

Switch off airspace alerts
I have sometimes seen IFR pilots getting continuous airspace
alerts. They are nothing but a distraction. I recommend switching
them off and only using the GTN for IFR inside CAS and getting
a decent VFR moving map,
such as SkyDemon, for
getting airspace warnings
OCAS.
This has been a quick
run through some of my
favourite tips’n’tricks. If
you have others, please
post them on the forum or
maybe write them up for a
future article in Instrument
Pilot.

ADL140

European data link weather on your iPad
The ADL140 is the portable soltution to
download European in flight weather and
display it on an iPad maving map.

- Radar maps
- Strike maps
- Infrared images
- METAR / TAF
- WiFi interface
- Wind & Temperatures
- Send and receive text messages
- iOS and Android app available
- Integrated antenna
- Cigarette lighter power supply
- 84 x 55 x 26mm and only 140g

350,- EUR

With 24 month satellite subscription
(39,50 EUR / month)
ADL140 without any subscription: 750,- EUR
All prices plus VAT if applicable
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WEEKENDERS

Weekenders
Losinj

by Anthony Bowles

F

rom Carlisle, Losinj may be thought of as rather too far for a weekend; in fact we made it a long one
- Thursday to Monday. Flying time in my bonanza was 6½ hours but not being able to leave until the
afternoon, we broke the flight and night stopped at Augsburg. My first attempt at visiting Losinj some
12 years ago as part of Jim Thorpe’s first Greek nine day trip failed because of an alternator problem at
Cannes, which left us stranded there for the weekend while the remaining members of the group pressed
on. If at first you don’t succeed, then try again …..
On handover to Pula radar, we were told
that Losinj was ‘uncontrolled’ that day so
a visual arrival was made with blind radio
calls having first closed our flight plan with
Pula. We gathered that the tower is now
only manned on Fridays, Saturdays and
Sundays. However the remaining services
were all in good order; fuel arrived
quickly after landing at
a price still
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relatively inexpensive compared to other
European countries but not nearly as cheap
as in the days before Croatia joined the EU.
Two immigration/customs ladies
took our passports
off for a

computer check and then a waiting taxi
whisked us off to our hotel for the weekend.
This was outside Mali, the bigger of the two
towns on Losinj, set in woods by the coast
with sea bathing and other watersports to
hand.
In theory it is possible to walk or
cycle round the coastline of the island,
much of it still undeveloped. I say
in theory because in practice, there
are some obstacles. On one path,
an agitated chap chased after us to
demand money as we were about
to enter a nudist area. We did
not gather whether this was a
precept on this particular stretch
of coast or a fine to keep our
clothes on! There has been
much development in the past
few years ranging from large
hotels through to boutique

PPL/IR EUROPE

smaller establishments to camp sites but on
the whole, this has been sensitively done
and the island being somewhat difficult to
travel to except for GA, it is not yet a mass
tourist attraction and long may this remain
so.
As mentioned earlier, Mali is the bigger
of two towns on the island. Its architecture
strongly reflects Venetian influence;
indeed Venice is just on the other side of
the Adriatic and we had marvelous views
overflying it on the way home. There are a
wide variety of restaurants and bars along
the water’s edge in Mali with a welcome
Italian influence on their menus and some
good local wines to compliment the food.

We found that few accepted plastic in
payment and as Croatia still uses its local
currency, the kuna, a visit to an ATM (of
which there are several) was required to
acquire the necessary readies.
One day we walked over to the smaller
town of Veli Losinj, about half an hour
from Mali Losinj. This is another attractive
port although somewhat overwhelmed by
a new large apartment development. The
path between the two towns takes you
over rather higher ground so not ideal in
the middle of the day when the weather is
hot but there are many shaded benches on
the way where you can sit for a while and
enjoy the view.

WEEKENDERS

On our final afternoon, we were reminded
how quickly a thunderstorm can develop in
hot and humid conditions. In an hour, the
weather changed from CAVOK to a dark
sky with some very gusty winds followed
by lightning, thunder and torrential rain.
By next morning, all was serene again
but the wind had veered round to a light
northerly. The 02/20 runway at Losinj has
a significant downhill gradient towards
the SW so we elected to take off downhill
with a tailwind having first asked the locals
who shrugged their shoulders indicating
no advice available. You probably need a
significant bora to justify taking off uphill.
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BUY

RENT
TRAVEL

TRADING / Choose from a great selection
of certified pre-owned TBM or sell your
aircraft. Call or check our inventory online at :
www.flyingsmart.aero

YOUR
EXCLUSIVE
TBM
DISTRIBUTOR
IN THE U.K

MANAGEMENT / Simplify your ownership
experience thanks to our total care management
program.
TRAVEL / FLYING Smart provides a secured
framework for pilots who wish to rent a TBM.
Our network currently covers 8 locations across
Belgium, France and the U.K. We also help to
ferry your airplane or plan your dream trip!

W W W . F LY I N G S M A R T. A E R O
United Kingdom, Ireland & Channel Islands
Main Terminal Hangar Office 2 - London Biggin Hill Airport TN16 3BH
+44 1959 58 12 18 - david.fabry@flyingsmart.aero
Belgium +323 295 1261

France +336 38 35 75 92

USA +1 (213) 973-3337
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BUY A TBM / The new 330 Kts TBM 900 is a
certified, efficient and bullet proof performer.
Call today to tailor your own and enjoy
exceptional speed, range and payload with no
compromise!

